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Background and purpose: The recent advances in genetics have helped to

unravel the cause of many dystonia syndromes. With the broadening spectrum

of genetically defined dystonia syndromes, distinct clinico-radiological pheno-

types are a welcome handle to guide the diagnostic work-up.

Methods: Exome sequencing was used to elucidate the genetic cause of a syn-

drome characterized by generalized dystonia, pyramidal and cerebellar involve-

ment, with bilateral striatal necrosis (BSN) and cerebellar atrophy on

magnetic resonance imaging. Homozygosity mapping and linkage analysis

were used in a supportive role. Known genetic causes of BSN were excluded

by use of exome data or Sanger sequencing.

Results: Compound heterozygous mutations were identified in the NUBPL

gene in a small UK kindred. The gene lay in a region of positive linkage and

segregated with disease in a family of six individuals.

Conclusion: NUBPL mutations cause early onset, autosomal recessive gener-

alized dystonia with cerebellar ataxia, pyramidal signs, preserved cognition

and a distinct magnetic resonance imaging appearance with BSN and cerebel-

lar atrophy.

Introduction

With the advances of genetic techniques, an increasing

number of genetically defined dystonia syndromes are

recognized [1]. Using whole exome sequencing, linkage

analysis and homozygosity mapping, NUBPL muta-

tions are now identified as the cause of autosomal

recessive dystonia combined with cerebellar ataxia and

pyramidal involvement in a UK kindred.

Methods

Standard protocol approvals, patient consents and

genetic analysis

Affected and non-affected individuals of a Caucasian

UK kindred were examined by neurologists specialized

in movement disorders at the National Hospital of Neu-

rology, Queen Square, London. The study was approved

by the University College London Research Ethics Com-

mittee and was conducted in agreement with the Decla-

ration of Helsinki. Study participants gave written

informed parental and patient consent. Details of genetic

analysis, including genome-wide genotyping by DNA
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array chip, homozygosity mapping, linkage analysis

and variant filtration can be found in Appendix S1.

Results

Clinical description

The index patient is a 25-year-old woman, the older

of two affected sisters. Two other sisters and the non-

consanguineous parents are unaffected (pedigree in

Fig. 1a). She was hypotonic at birth and had delayed

motor milestones (sitting, 2 years; walking, 7 years).

Subsequently, her walking deteriorated and she lost

independent walking by age 11. In her teenage years,

her speech and her upper limb function deteriorated.

On examination (Video S1), she was wheelchair-

bound with generalized dystonia, involving inability

to stand or walk alone, marked impairment of hand

use, and dystonic grimacing of the face. Her speech

was markedly dysarthric. There was gaze evoked nys-

tagmus bilaterally. Pyramidal signs comprised hyper-

reflexia with crossed adductor response and distal

grade 3–4 weakness. Her sister (17 years) was simi-

larly although less severely affected by dystonia. She

had more prominent gait ataxia and an intention tre-

mor. Brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of

both showed bilateral putaminal atrophy with T2

hyperintensities and cerebellar atrophy (Fig. 1b).

Genetic analysis

After whole exome sequencing and filtration

(Appendix S1), only one potentially causative com-

pound heterozygous mutation remained: the affected

gene NUBPL is involved in complex I assembly within

the mitochondria. Using the longest transcript

(ENST00000281081) as a reference, the first variant

(c.311T>C; p.L104P) affects a conserved base [GERP =
5.4 (max = 6)] and is predicted to be highly damaging

by all four in silico prediction programs used (SIFT =
0; Provean = �6.5; PolyPhen2 = 1; MutationTaster =
0.99). It is located adjacent to a previously reported

pathogenic mutation in this gene (p.D105Y) [2]. The

variant is annotated in the gnomAD browser

(http://gnomad-old.broadinstitute.org/; last accessed

13 November 2018) with a minor allele frequency

of 0.0001461, having been detected 41 times in the

heterozygous state in the 280 624 chromosomes

sequenced. It has never been detected in the homozy-

gous state. The second variant (c.287A>T; p.D96V)

also affects a conserved base (GERP = 5.41) and is

not found in any database of human variation. In

silico predictions of pathogenicity were contradictory:

tolerated by SIFT (0.1) and Provean (�1.96), ‘possi-

bly damaging’ by PolyPhen2 (0.71) and damaging by

MutationTaster (0.99). Sanger sequencing demon-

strated that the observed mutations segregated with

disease in the compound heterozygous state (Fig. 1a).

Discussion

Autosomal recessive NUBPL mutations were identified

as the cause of early onset, generalized dystonia with

cerebellar ataxia, pyramidal signs, preserved cognition

and a distinctive MRI appearance with bilateral striatal

necrosis (BSN) and cerebellar atrophy.NUBPL blends in

with a number of other genes important for mitochon-

drial function and associated with BSN, as it encodes a

Figure 1 (a) Genetic pedigree of the family with mutational status. All individuals were examined clinically and provided samples for

DNA extraction. There was no report of similar disease in either parent’s extended families. Mutational status for the p.L104P (m1)

and p.D96V (m2) mutations in NUBPL are shown below each individual, with wt indicating a wildtype allele. (b) Brain MRI showing

bilateral striatal necrosis and cerebellar atrophy in the index case and her sister. Sagittal fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (left)

showing cerebellar atrophy in the index case and the sister. Transversal T2-weighted images (middle and right) showing bilateral

putaminal signal abnormality and atrophy, and symmetrical loss of posterolateral putaminal volume and replacement by gliotic

looking tissue.
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protein required for the correct assembly of the respira-

tory chain complex I. Indeed, mutations in NUBPL

have previously been associated with disease resulting

from complex I deficiency [2–4]. However, the so far

associated phenotype, based on the hitherto described

eight patients with biallelicNUBPLmutations, was more

severe, encompassing ataxia, dysarthria and spasticity,

variable degrees of cognitive impairment or myopathy,

with onset in the first 2 years of life [2,4]. The MRI was

considered ‘pathognomonic for the disease’ and com-

prised abnormalities of the cerebellar cortex, deep cere-

bral white matter and corpus callosum [2].

Although there is clear clinical (pyramidal, cerebel-

lar dysfunction and dysarthria) and radiological (cere-

bellar atrophy) overlap between previously reported

cases and our patients, there are also significant differ-

ences – most notably, predominant generalized dysto-

nia, the presence of BSN on MRI, and the lack of

any white matter signal abnormalities in our patients.

The more severe affected status of the previously

reported individuals with NUBPL mutations may

relate to the fact that they carry the same putatively

causative genetic mutation on one allele, which is a

branch-point splicing mutation in intron 9 (c.815-

27T>C). This mutation results in a profound decrease

in the steady-state level of NUBPL mRNA to 15% of

control levels [3]. In about half of the cases, the

branch site mutation was inherited with a presumed

null allele and would therefore be expected to have

almost no functional NUBPL activity.

The different radiological appearance is explained

by previous cases being selected based on an MRI

pattern of ‘unclassified leukoencephalopathy’ and

absence of signal abnormalities in the basal ganglia,

thalami and cerebral cortex.

In summary, the here reported cases expand the

clinical and radiological spectrum of NUBPL muta-

tions. BSN and cerebellar atrophy might be a useful

handle in the differential diagnosis of the long list of

early onset combined dystonias.
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Supporting Information

Additional supporting information may be found

online in the Supporting Information section at the

end of the article:

Figure S1. Schematic representation of the major steps

of the filtration process.

Video S1. Video_segment_1: The index case demon-

strates generalized dystonia, including the craniocervi-

cal region, which worsens on action. Her gait is broad-

based and unsteady. Video_segment_2: The younger

sibling has the same phenotype with generalized dysto-

nia and gait imbalance but is less severely affected.

Appendix S1. Supplementary methods and results.

Table S1. Results of homozygosity mapping.

Table S2. Results of linkage analysis.
Table S3. Mutational analysis of common genetic causes
of BSN.
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